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Duyung PSC

• Duyung PSC, Natuna Sea (Indonesia)

• PSC size 1673 km2 (= 8 UK Blocks)
• Water depths 60-100m

• Surrounded by West Natuna
Transport System (“WNTS”)

•

Gas export pipeline to
Singapore

•

Also oil production
facilities nearby
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Indonesian Gas Market
• The supply gap in the Indonesian
gas market is expected to widen
significantly in the next decade with
natural gas production 14% lower
than its 2010 peak
• Electricity usage in Indonesia is
expected to grow 200% from 20132022 to 385TWh from 189TWh in 2013
with energy consumption having
already more than doubled over the
last 16 years
• As a result gas powered solutions are
becoming highly desirable for a
government facing a high reliance
on coal for its power

Source:Wood Mackenzie

• Recent domestic gas sales in Indonesia
have been: US$6.0-9.45/mmbtu
Source: PLN
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Natuna Sea – Significant Gas Basin

•

The Natuna gas field holds total proven reserves of
around 46Tcf with around 1.98Bcfd of production

•

Premier signed GSA1 in 1999, making the
commercialization of the stranded gas cap at
Anoa possible after discoveries by Agip in the
1970’s and ventures by Exxon Mobil in the 1980’s

•

Many discoveries at Natuna have proved
uneconomic to develop meaning the
area has been little explored over the last
15 years

•

First gas achieved by Premier in 2001
across the WNTS pipeline from Singapore;
a domestic swap agreement in 2014
allowed volumes from Natuna into
Singapore as well as the Indonesian
domestic market

•

In 2014 Premier achieved approximately $16.8/mmscf
for delivered gas into Singapore, three times more
than in Indonesia, which itself is desperately short of
gas.
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Shallow Natural Gas
Shallow Gas – Conventional Resource
•
•
•

Shallow gas has often been ignored as companies pass through multiple
accumulations and volumes while targeting deeper horizons
Many are put off by the sometimes thin, unconsolidated, low pressure and sometimes
dangerously high pressure accumulations
However volumes can be significant with multiple stacked reservoirs offering high
volumes if a technical development solution can be reached

Technical Solutions to the Issues
•
•

•

With a captive gas market shallow gas accumulations
can be very profitable, however engineering solutions
must be managed to avoid pitfalls
Technological advances in sand screening using
expandable technology in deviated commingled well
designs have been used successfully, while also
eliminating the need for intensive down hole
components and surface equipment associated with
gravel packs
Reducing costs is also key with batch drilling and
extensive screen selection processes important to
avoiding remedial work especially in the case of
plugged screens.
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Shallow Gas Analog
A&B Fields - Offshore Holland
•

The shallow gas plays seen in the Duyung PSC share
some compelling analogues, in particular to A&B
blocks on the Dutch shelf but also in the Gulf of
Mexico, the Nile Delta and in Western Canada

•

Chevron have undertaken extensive work on the
largely ignored shallow, unconsolidated, low pressure
packages offshore The Netherlands which hold
valuable and attainable high methane gas

•

Producing fields offshore the Netherlands show
similar characteristics to the Duyung PSC prospects
such as bright spot properties, seal integrity and
column heights

•

We believe the transfer of technical knowledge from
these fields, e.g. the use of expandable screens for
sand control and the use of early compression make
shallow gas plays technically less challenging with an
abundance of resource to go for
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Duyung PSC– Background
Mako Gas Field
•

Existing Undeveloped Shallow Gas Field in Duyung PSC
•

3 wells & closely spaced 2D seismic

•

Analogy with Netherlands AB-Blocks shallow gas development
•

Halo staff have experience

•

Costs have reduced

•

40% Contractor take

•

85% Working Interest

Exploration
•

Appraisal is Primary Focus

•

Additional, conventional upside

Data
•

1. Mako Indonesia Shallow Gas - GIIP 500-902Bcf RF 21-53%
2. AB Blocks Netherlands Shallow Gas - GIIP 650Bcf RF>50%

Mako Permeability and Flow data absent
•

•

Analogy with Dutch fields – similar scale

2016 commitment well to appraise this

Mako Seismic
•

Mako: 2D seismic good enough to drill 2016 appraisal well
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Duyung PSC – Natuna Sea

•

The West Natuna Basin is a structurally
complex basin with four mega-sequences
comprising of Upper Miocene,
Middle/Upper Miocene, Lower Miocene
and Oligocene

•

The Mako discovery was made in the
northern part of the Duyung PSC by Lasmo
in 1993, showing distinctive amplitude bright
response on 2D grid seismic completed in
2009 by West Natuna Exploration

•

Using data from three intersecting wells a reference case has
identified a GIIP of 902Bcf

•

The reference case recommend a phased
development with 3 horizontal wells, recovering as
low as17% of the 902Bcf GIIP using the WNTS
pipeline to export gas to Singapore

•

Mako South-1X appraisal well proposed to test
additional reserves in the south of the Mako
accumulation, to establish rock and fluid propertiesparticularly permeability- and to investigate deeper
potential
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Mako South 1X – Appraisal Well

2016 Appraisal Location
NW

SE

2015 Appraisal Location

Seismic 2D Line
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Mako Gas Field – amplitude display

Mako Discovery - Seismic Facies Map
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Mako- RMS Amplitude Map of Net Pay
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Hague and London Oil
Duyung Commercial Terms

Mako Field Economics
Favourable Terms
•

Duyung PSC has extremely favorable terms for natural gas exploitation with full
cost recovery and 71.4%/28.6% share of profit gas for HALO and government
respectively making the license very economic

•

Contractor take is effectively ca. 40% post-tax for natural gas

•

Profit share split on liquids produced is 64.3%/35.7% between government and
HALO respectively (ca. 30% effective take post-tax)

•

We anticipate an initial appraisal of the Mako-1 to reach TD @ 2,000 feet and
cost approximately $10.75m not including DST

•

Water depths of 60-100m mean that development is relatively straightforward
with surrounding Natuna Sea export infrastructure already in operation with
excess capacity for further volumes

•

Minimum economic gas price is ca. US$5/mmbtu for life of field. Recent
domestic gas sales in Indonesia have been as high as $9.45/mmbtu
(MedcoEnergi/Kris Energy, Aceh (North Sumatra) Block A, January 2015).
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Duyung Farm-In Terms
•

HALO will acquire 85% and the operatorship of the Duyung PSC with West
Natuna Exploration Ltd (“WNEL”) retaining a 15% stake; there are no
encumbrances in the PSC (those being absorbed by WNEL).

•

HALO will immediately provide the partnership with $500,000 of working capital
to acquire long-lead items for drilling of the Mako South-1X; site-survey, wellhead, EIA, etc.

•

HALO will carry WNEL for its net 15% working interest share of costs related to a
maximum exploration program up to a gross cap of $10m, net to WNEL of $1.5m,
as would be defined in the work programs and budgets

•

The minimum work program is likely to be one appraisal well (Mako South-1X)
though the partners may commit to more work. However, the carry is limited the
drilling (& testing) of Mako South-1X (Capped at $10mm gross).

•

HALO will preferentially recover all audited and approved costs expended on
the Mako gas accumulation out of WNEL’s and HALO’s share of hydrocarbons
produced including the historic cost pool (ca. $12mm gross).

•

Following cost recovery from Mako, WNEL and HALO agree that all costs incurred
and hydrocarbons produced from the license will be shared in accordance with 14
the JOA on a net working interest basis.

Hague and London Oil
Appendix

Forel-2 Well Identified GWC

Forel-2 Well
•

Muda Sandstone

•

Good Porosity (28%)

•

Gas Charged

•

GWC Contact (Sw 75%)

•

Obvious Sonic Effect

•

AVO Calibration Point
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Cakalang-1 Well – Intersected Muda

Cakalang-1 well: Muda sst interval from Lasmo completion log
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Duyung Deeper Prospectivity

•

The syn-rift prospects in Duyung PSC were
initially identified by Conoco in the 1980’s
and then refined by Lasmo in the 1990’s
through a series of 2D seismic acquisition

•

Three main prospects
initially highlighted,
including the CJ/CH
prospect, a stratigraphic
trap with structural
features on the western
edge on the permit.
Covered by 3D seismic
showing good top seal
characteristics which
could contain a
recoverable 250mmbbls
of liquids or 1.5Tcf of wet
gas.
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Duyung Deeper Prospectivity

•

The CK prospect is located in the central part of
the permit and excluding the Mako discovery
represents the largest feature of the PSC. The
prospect is only mapped by combined vintage
and recent 2D seismic. Lasmo were due to drill
Baracuda-1 on the CK prospect in 1998 after
significant basin modeling but pulled out of the
well due to financial difficulties. The prospect could
contain a high case recoverable resource of
300mmbls or 1.9Tc of recoverable wet gas

•

Hiu Putih is a sub crop prospect at the North
Eastern flank of the Mako inversion. The
prospect contains several sizeable monocline
closures in the Upper and Lower Grabus
formations. These make up the best quality
reservoirs in West Natuna with a volumetric
assumption of 120mmbls of recoverable
resource
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